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2020 invigorated by the active project Be SpectACTive!

The convenors of the International Theatre Festival Divadelná
Nitra joined, in 2018, the internationally acclaimed project Be

SpectACTive! that emerges within the network consisting of 19
European partners. The community-oriented project is an

incentive for the people of Nitra to take an active part in cultural
developments in their city, to raise audience standards and those

of creative endeavour. The project offers the artists an
opportunity to engage in creativity within an international
context. It also illuminates specialists about participative

approach to work with the audience.
Let’s revisit 2020 with Be SpectACTive after the successful pilot

edition! 
Have a look at the video!

 

VIDEO

https://mailchi.mp/9805e3209975/2020-invigorated-by-the-active-project-be-spectactive?e=%5BUNIQID%5D
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qnHkfBkaAaA


Spectators are deciding about the Festival programme

“We build upon the latest trend in working with the spectators: we are changing
the focus of creative work for the audience to creatively working with the

audience. We thus follow in the footsteps of international culture institutions that
work with local communities,” explains Anna Šimončičová, Project Manager at

the Be SpectACTive!.
The 2020 programme of Divadelná Nitra, the major international theatre festival
in Slovakia, is put together by its spectators. As many as 43 active spectators

from Nitra and the surrounding region have joined the 2020 Audience
Programme Board. Though the corona crisis cut short their regular face-to-face

sessions, they carried on working online from home.   
Eventually, it was in early summer that they reunited at the same roundtable.

Led by their coordinator Miro Zwiefelhofer and full of the energy stored over the
previous months, they engaged in vibrant discussion.  The output is a choice of

four productions for the main festival programme that will bear the stamp of
“Audience Choice”. 

In September 2020, the Audience Board will join the Festival to compare their
earlier observations in discussions with theatre professionals.
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Dancing Icarus as presented by teenagers 
 

The production Icarus is one of the frontrunners for the Festival première. It is
bound to set the Festival into the dance to the beat of such themes as borders

and freedom. The production, led by the international creative trio Marie
Goudain (France), Jaro Viňarský (Slovakia) and Václav Kalivoda (Czech

Republic) in collaboration with the festival TANEC PRAHA and the J. Rosinský
Elementary Art School in Nitra, has been emerging for over a year. The cast
and co-authors are teenagers from Nitra and Prague who attended creative
workshops in the two cities, along with lectures on contemporary dance, and

the very process of creation and rehearsals. The young performers, in
conjunction with the three professional artists, shall share with the audience the

imprint the current era and the approaching adulthood has left upon them.
During the summer, the team will reconvene during residential stays in Nitra

and Prague to present their output in première at Divadelná Nitra on 26
September 2020



Eco-production Blue is the Colour
 

One of the utmost names in Slovak contemporary dance, the director,
choreographer and performer Petra Fornayová is coming up with a new

production that presents the most pressing ecological and moral message. The
leitmotif is the relationship between the freedom of an individual and

community, environment and future generations. 
 

The authors and protagonists of the multi-genre piece Blue is the
Colour worked at home and abroad. The corona crisis didn’t prevent the
creative team of six from travelling abroad, though four month later than

originally scheduled. In the early summer, they enjoyed creative residency in
Slovenia at the Ljubljana-based partner theatre Plesni Teater Ljubljana. They

will present the outcome of the first phase of rehearsals and creative process at
Divadelná Nitra 2020. The artistic team will then attend residencies in Ireland

and Belgium where they are due to complete the piece. 
 



Divadelná Nitra invites you to the Territory of Ethos

The months of vacant theatre auditoria, though also of the delight nurtured
exclusively by virtual art are to be remedied at last. Audiences have much to

look forward to within the six days of the International Theatre Festival
Divadelná Nitra 2020. To be held as originally scheduled, from 25 to 30

September, the Festival will come in somewhat altered version due to the
corona crisis restrictions. Nonetheless, audiences will not miss any of the

Festival delight. Quite on the contrary: the 2020 edition is a promise of
thought-provoking forms of presentation that will distort the stereotypical

reception of theatre.

 

The theme of the 2020 edition of Divadelná Nitra is TERRITORY ETHOS.
When the convenors first thought of the theme, they couldn’t have dreamed of

how perfectly is would reflect the current state of affairs. 

 

Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/divadelna.nitra/
https://www.facebook.com/divadelna.nitra/


General partners:
Realised in the framework of the European project of Be SpectACTive!

-  Associazione Culturale CapoTrave / Kilowatt (IT), Artemrede – Teatros
Associados (PT), Bakelit Multi Art Center (HU), Koproduktionshaus Wien / Brut

(AT), Kunstencentrum BUDA (BE), Café de las Artes Teatro (ES), Domino
Udruge (HR), Asociácia Divadelná Nitra (SK), Dublin Theatre Festival

Company (IE), Göteborgs Kommun – Göteborgs Stads kulturförvaltning / Stora
Teatern (SE), Institution Student Cultural Centre (RS), Occitanie en scène,
Réseau en scène Languedoc-Roussillon (FR), Plesni Teater Ljubljana (SI),
Tanec Praha (CZ), Teatrul Naţional Radu Stanca Sibiu (RO), Fondazione

Fitzcarraldo (IT), Universitat de Barcelona (ES), Université de Montpellier (FR),
Centre national de la recherche scientifique / CNRS (FR).

International Theatre Festival

DIVADELNÁ NITRA 2020



25. –– 30. september

územie étos / territory ethos
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